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“… the best handbook on membrane technology, which is currently on the market... ” –Membrane
News (on the previous edition) Building on the success of the previous edition, Membrane
Technology and Applications Third Edition provides a comprehensive overview of separation
membranes, their manufacture and their applications. Beginning with a series of general chapters
on membrane preparation, transport theory and concentration polarization, the book then surveys
several major areas of membrane application in separate chapters. Written in a readily accessible
style, each chapter covers its membrane subject thoroughly, from historical and theoretical
backgrounds through to current and potential applications. Topics include reverse osmosis,
ultrafiltration, pervaporation, microfiltration, gas separation and coupled and facilitated transport;
chapters on electrodialysis and medical applications round out the coverage. NEW TO THE THIRD
EDITION New sections on the use of membranes in the chlor-alkali industry, membrane distillation,
pressure retarded osmosis and constant flux-variable pressure ultrafiltration Zeolite and ceramic
membranes, submerged membrane modules, and fuel cell membranes Substantially enhanced
chapters on ultrafiltration, pervaporation and membrane contactors Updates to every chapter to
reflect the developments in the field
Membrane technologies play an increasingly important role in unit operations for resource recovery,
pollution prevention, and energy production, as well as environmental monitoring and quality
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control. They are also key component technologies of fuel cells and bioseparation applications.
Membrane Technologies and Applications provides essential data and background information on
various dimensions of membrane technologies, with a major focus on their practical application.
Membranes of inorganic materials offer cost-effective solutions for simple to complex separation
problems. This book is designed for anyone interested in water and wastewater treatment,
membrane suppliers, as well as students and academics studying the field.
Membrane Technology - a clean and energy saving alternative to traditional/conventional processes.
Developed from a useful laboratory technique to a commercial separation technology, today it has
widespread and rapidly expanding use in the chemical industry. It has established applications in
areas such as hydrogen separation and recovery of organic vapors from process gas streams, and
selective transport of organic solvents, and it is opening new perspectives for catalytic conversion in
membrane reactors. Membrane technology provides a unique solution for industrial waste treatment
and for controlled production of valuable chemicals. This book outlines several established
applications of membranes in the chemical industry, reviews the available membranes and
membrane processes for the field, and discusses the huge potential of this technology in chemical
processes. Each chapter has been written by an international leading expert with extensive industrial
experience in the field.
Membrane Separation Principles and Applications: From Material Selection to Mechanisms and
Industrial Uses, the latest volume in the Handbooks in Separation Science series, is the first single
resource to explore all aspects of this rapidly growing area of study. Membrane technology is now
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accepted as one of the most effective tools for separation and purification, primarily due to its
simple operation. The result has been a proliferation of studies on this topic; however, the
relationships between fundamental knowledge and applications are rarely discussed. This book acts
as a guideline for those who are interested in exploring membranes at a more progressive level.
Covering methods of pressure driving force, partial pressure driving force, concentration driving
force, electrical potential driving force, hybrid processes, and more, this volume is more complete
than any other known resource on membrane separations. Covers membrane material selection,
membrane fabrication, membrane characterization, separation mechanisms and applications in
each chapter Authored by contributors who are internationally recognized as experts in their
respective fields Organized by the driving force behind each type of membrane separation—a
unique approach that more clearly links fundamental principles with their dominant applications
Nanocomposite Membrane Technology
Application, Systems Design and Operation
Handbook of Membrane Separations
Membrane Processes
Membrane Separation Principles and Applications
Membrane science and technology is an expanding field and has become
a prominent part of many activities within the process industries. It
is relatively easy to identify the success stories of membranes such
as desali nation and microfiltration and to refer to others as
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developing areas. This, however, does not do justice to the wide
field of separations in which membranes are used. No other 'single'
process offers the same potential and versatility as that of
membranes. The word separation classically conjures up a model of
removing one component or species from a second component, for
example a mass transfer process such as distillation. In the field of
synthetic membranes, the terminology 'separation' is used in a wider
context. A range of separations of the chemical/mass transfer type
have developed around the use of membranes including distillation,
extraction, absorption, adsorption and stripping, as well as
separations of the physical type such as filtration. Synthetic
membranes are an integral part of devices for analysis, energy
generation and reactors (cells) in the electrochemical industry.
This multivolume work covers all aspects of membrane science and
technology - from basic phenomena to the most advanced applications
and future perspectives. Modern membrane engineering is critical to
the development of process-intensification strategies and to the
stimulation of industrial growth. The work presents researchers and
industrial managers with an indispensable tool toward achieving these
aims. Covers membrane science theory and economics, as well as
applications ranging from chemical purification and natural gas
enrichment to potable water Includes contributions and case studies
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from internationally recognized experts and from up-and-coming
researchers working in this multi-billion dollar field Takes a
unique, multidisciplinary approach that stimulates research in hybrid
technologies for current (and future) life-saving applications
(artificial organs, drug delivery)
This handbook emphasizes the use of sythetic membranes for
separations involving industrial or municipal process streams.
Discussions on theory, engineering aspects, membrane preparation, and
typical and projected applications of the various membrane processes
are included.
Current Trends and Future Developments in Bio-Membranes: Membrane
Technology for Water and Wastewater Treatment - Advances and Emerging
Processes presents recent advances and a status update on the
applications of membrane processes to both urban and industrial
wastewater. Specific case studies of membrane technologies are
described. Membrane processes have been widely studied, but their
application in the wastewater sector is increasing rapidly. The book
deals with the applications to the wastewater sector (e.g. MBR, NF,
RO, ED) and emerging membrane technologies (e.g. MBfR, MD, FO, MFC).
Specific case studies of membrane technology application and relevant
wastewaters (e.g. municipal, dairy, oily refinery, etc.) are also
discussed. Presents recent advances of wastewater treatment using
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membrane processes Outlines novel and emerging membrane technologies,
e.g., membrane distillation, forward osmosis and membrane biofilm
reactors Includes recent developments of more consolidated membrane
processes, e.g., membrane biological reactors, nanofiltration,
reverse osmosis, etc., either for water treatment or desalination
Includes interesting and instructive case studies on the application
of membrane technologies to various wastewater sources, e.g.,
municipal, dairy, olive mill, refinery, pulp and paper
Handbook of Industrial Membrane Technology
Membrane Technology and Applications
Membrane Technology: Applications to Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Membrane Technology and Engineering for Water Purification
Principles, Energy Production and Other Applications
The primary objective of this book is to support t
Table of Contents Preface Acknowledgments for the first edition Acknowledgments for the
second edition 1 Overview of Membrane Science and Technology 1 2 Membrane Transport
Theory 15 3 Membranes and Modules 89 4 Concentration Polarization 161 5 Reverse Osmosis
191 6 Ultrafiltration 237 7 Microfiltration 275 8 Gas Separation 301 9 Pervaporation 355 10 Ion
Exchange Membrane Processes - Electrodialysis 393 11 Carrier Facilitated Transport 425 12
Medical Applications of Membranes 465 13 Other Membrane Processes 491 Appendix 523
Index 535.
The field of membrane separation technology is presently in a state of rapid growth and
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innovation. Many different membrane separation processes have been developed during the
past half century and new processes are constantly emerging from academic, industrial, and
governmental laboratories. While new membrane separation processes are being conceived
with remarkable frequency, existing processes are also being constantly improved in order to
enhance their economic competitiveness. Significant improvements are currently being made in
many aspects of membrane separation technology: in the development of new membrane
materials with higher selectivity and/or permeability, in the fabrication methods for high-flux
asymmetric or composite membranes, in membrane module construction and in process
design. Membrane separation technology is presently being used in an impressive variety of
applications and has generated businesses totalling over one billion U.S. dollars annually. The
main objective of this book is to present the principles and applications of a variety of
membrane separation processes from the unique perspectives of investigators who have made
important contributions to their fields. Another objective is to provide the reader with an
authoritative resource on various aspects of this rapidly growing technology. The text can be
used by someone who wishes to learn about a general area of application as well as by the
knowledgeable person seeking more detailed information.
A detailed look at the most recent developments in sustainablemembrane technology for use in
energy, water, and the environment A collection of twenty-seven groundbreaking papers on
importantideas about the development of membrane science and technology,Sustainable
Membrane Technology for Energy, Water, andEnvironment brings together contributions from
leadinginternational experts in one comprehensive volume. Covering thelatest developments
and most innovative ideas in the field, thisbook is a unique resource for understanding the
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growing interest inusing membranes across several industries. Divided into six chapters that
cover new membrane materials andmembrane development; membrane applications for gas
and vaporseparation; membrane applications in water treatment; environmentalapplications of
membranes; energy applications of membranes; andother industrial membrane applications, the
book looks at thecurrent and emerging applications for membrane science andtechnology in
detail. As the Association of Southeast Asian Nations(ASEAN) and the Middle East emerge as
the next generation ofmembrane research and development centers, in part due to theirneed for
water and natural gas production technology, this bookprovides invaluable insights into the
cutting-edge work takingplace in these regions. Additional topics covered also include
newmembrane materials, membrane applications for food processing, andmuch more.
Designed for engineers, scientists, professors, and graduatestudents who are engaged in
membrane R&D activities, as well asfor anyone interested in sustainable development,
SustainableMembrane Technology for Energy, Water, and Environment is acutting-edge look at
membrane applications.
A Practical Guide to Membrane Technology and Applications in Food and Bioprocessing
in the Chemical Industry
Membrane and Desalination Technologies
Nanotechnology in Membrane Processes
Membrane Technology for Water and Wastewater Treatment - Advances and Emerging
Processes

Membranes playa central role in our daily life, or as indicated by one of
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my foreign colleagues, Richard Bowen, 'If you are tired of membranes,
you are tired of life' . Biological membranes are hardly used in
industrial applications, but separations with synthetic membranes have
become increasingly important. Today, membrane processes are used
in a wide range of applications and their numbers will certainly
increase. Therefore, there is a need for well educated and qualified
engineers, chemists, scientists and technicians who have been taught
the basic principles of membrane technology. However, despite the
growing importance of membrane processes, there are only a few
universities that include membrane technology in their regular
curricula. One of the reasons for this may be the lack of a
comprehensive textbook. For me, this was one of the driving forces for
writing a textbook on the basic principles of membrane technology
which provides a broad view on the various aspects of membrane
technology. I realise that membrane technology covers a broad field
but nevertheless I have tried to describe the basic principles of the
various disciplines. Although the book was written with the student in
mind it can also serve as a first introduction for engineers, chemists,
and technicians in all kind of industries who wish to learn the basics of
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membrane technology.
This book presents a detailed discussion of the fundamentals and
practical applications of membrane technology enhancement in a
range of industrial processes, energy recovery, and resource recycling.
To date, most books on the applications of membrane technology have
mainly focused on gas pollution removal or industrial wastewater
treatment. In contrast, the enhancement of various membrane
processes in the areas of energy and the environment has remained
largely overlooked. This book highlights recent works and industrial
products using membrane technology, while also discussing
experiments and modeling studies on the membrane enhancement
process.
Membrane-Based Hybrid Processes for Wastewater Treatment analyzes
and discusses the potential of membrane-based hybrid processes for
the treatment of complex industrial wastewater, the recovery of
valuable compounds, and water reutilization. In addition, recent and
future trends in membrane technology are highlighted. Industrial
wastewater contains a large variety of compounds, such as heavy
metals, salts and nutrients, which makes its treatment challenging.
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Thus, the use of conventional water treatment methods is not always
effective. Membrane-based hybrid processes have emerged as a
promising technology to treat complex industrial wastewater.
Discusses the properties, mechanisms, advantages, limitations and
promising solutions of different types of membrane technologies
Addresses the optimization of process parameters Describes the
performance of different membranes Presents the potential of
Nanotechnology to improve the treatment efficiency of wastewater
treatment plants (WWTPs) Covers the application of membrane and
membrane-based hybrid treatment technologies for wastewater
treatment Includes forward osmosis, electrodialysis, and diffusion
dialysis Considers hybrid membrane systems expanded to cover zero
liquid discharge, salt recovery, and removal of trace contaminants
Membrane Technology and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons
Membrane Technology in Water Treatment in the Mediterranean
Region (ProMembrane)
Membrane Technology in Water and Wastewater Treatment
Chemical, Pharmaceutical, Food, and Biotechnological Applications,
Second Edition
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Applications of Membrane Technology for Food Processing Industries
Technology and Applications
Presenting a useful reference to the current state of membrane technology and its likely future
growth, this book covers all aspects of the technology and its applications in the water industry.
Drawing on the experience of international experts, Membrane Technology in Water and
Wastewater Treatment encompasses many practical applications of specific membranes,
including MF, UF, NF, RO and EDR, in the treatment of ground and surface water, backwash
water, seawater, and industrial and domestic wastewater. Novel applications, process
enhancements and the latest systems are also discussed. This book is an excellent guide to
membrane technology and will be of great interest to water companies, industrialists,
legislative bodies and anyone with an interest in the technology or its applications.
Thanks to their outstanding hydrogen selectivity, palladium membranes have attracted
extensive R&D interest. They are a potential breakthrough technology for hydrogen production
and also have promising applications in the areas of thermochemical biorefining. This book
summarises key research in palladium membrane technologies, with particular focus on the
scale-up challenges. After an introductory chapter, Part one reviews the fabrication of
palladium membranes. Part two then focuses on palladium membrane module and reactor
design. The final part of the book reviews the operation of palladium membranes for synthesis
gas/hydrogen production, carbon capture and other applications. Review of manufacture and
design issues for palladium membranes Discussion of the applications of palladium membrane
technology, including solar steam reforming, IGCC plants, NGCC plants, CHP plants and
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hydrogen production Examples of the technology in operation
Advanced Nanomaterials for Membrane Synthesis and Its Applications provides the academic
and industrial communities the most up-to-date information on the latest trends in membrane
nanomaterials and membrane nanotechnology used in wastewater treatment, environmental
technology and energy. The rapid advances in nanomaterials and nanotechnology
development over the past decade have resulted in significant growth of the membrane
business for various industrial processes, particularly in nanotechnology-based membrane
processes. While membrane technology is increasingly being used for liquid and gas
separations, it has great potential in a variety of additional applications. As the worldwide
academic community has a strong interest in advanced membrane processes, particularly
membrane nanotechnology for specific separations, this book provides a timely update on the
topic. Presents a unique focus on the use of advanced nanomaterials in membrane
fabrication/modification, and in the description of membrane nanotechnologies, such as
nanofiltration, thin film nanocomposites and nanofibers for various applications Describes next
generation membranes, providing first resource details on the development and
commercialization stages of these new membranes Represents the state-of-the-art on the use
of nanomaterials in membrane science
Separation of Functional Molecules in Food by Membrane Technology deals with an issue that
is becoming a new research trend in the field of food and bioproducts processing. The book
fills in the gap of transfer knowledge between academia and industry by highlighting
membrane techniques and applications for the separation of food components in bioresources,
discussing separation mechanisms, balancing advantages and disadvantages, and providing
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relevant applications. Edited by Charis Galanakis, the book is divided in 13 chapters written by
experts from the meat science, food technology and engineering industries. Covers the 13
most relevant topics of functional macro and micro molecules separation using membrane
technology in the food industry Brings the most recent advances in the field of membrane
processing Presents the sustainability principles of the food industry and the modern
bioeconomy frame of our times
Handbook of Industrial Membranes
From Academia to Industry
Membrane Technology Enhancement for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Industrial
Growth
Advanced Membrane Science and Technology for Sustainable Energy and Environmental
Applications
A Technology Guide
Membrane materials allow for the selective separation of gas and
vapour and for ion transport. Materials research and development
continues to drive improvements in the design, manufacture and
integration of membrane technologies as critical components in both
sustainable energy and clean industry applications. Membrane
utilisation offers process simplification and intensification in
industry, providing low-cost, and efficient and reliable operation,
and contributing towards emissions reductions and energy security.
Advanced membrane science and technology for sustainable energy and
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environmental applications presents a comprehensive review of membrane
utilisation and integration within energy and environmental
industries. Part one introduces the topic of membrane science and
engineering, from the fundamentals of membrane processes and
separation to membrane characterization and economic analysis. Part
two focuses on membrane utilisation for carbon dioxide (CO2) capture
in coal and gas power plants, including pre- and post-combustion and
oxygen transport technologies. Part three reviews membranes for the
petrochemical industry, with chapters covering hydrocarbon fuel,
natural gas and synthesis gas processing, as well as advanced biofuels
production. Part four covers membranes for alternative energy
applications and energy storage, such as membrane technology for redox
and lithium batteries, fuel cells and hydrogen production. Finally,
part five discusses membranes utilisation in industrial and
environmental applications, including microfiltration,
ultrafiltration, and forward osmosis, as well as water, wastewater and
nuclear power applications. With its distinguished editors and team of
expert contributors, Advanced membrane science and technology for
sustainable energy and environmental applications is an essential
reference for membrane and materials engineers and manufacturers, as
well as researchers and academics interested in this field. Presents a
comprehensive review of membrane science and technology, focusing on
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developments and applications in sustainable energy and clean-industry
Discusses the fundamentals of membrane processes and separation and
membrane characterization and economic analysis Addresses the key
issues of membrane utilisation in coal and gas power plants and the
petrochemical industry, the use of membranes for alternative energy
applications and membrane utilisation in industrial and environmental
applications
This manual contains necessary and useful information and data in an
easily accessible format relating to the use of membranes. Membranes
are among the most important engineering components in use today, and
each year more and more effective uses for membrane technologies are
found - for example: water purification, industrial effluent
treatment, solvent dehydration by per-vaporation, recovery of volatile
organic compounds, protein recovery, bioseparations and many others.
The pace of change in the membrane industry has been accelerating
rapidly in recent years, occasioned in part by the demand of endusers, but also as a result of the investment in R&D by manufacturers.
To reflect these changes the author has obtained the latest
information from some of the leading suppliers in the business. In one
complete volume this unique handbook gives practical guidance to using
selected membrane processes in individual industries while also
providing a useful guide to equipment selection and usage.
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Membrane technology is a rapidly developing area, with key growth
accross the process sector, including biotech separation and
biomedical applications (e.g. haemodialysis, artificial lungs),
through to large scale industrial applications in the water and wastewater processing and the food and drink industries. As processes
mature, and the cost of membranes continues to dramatically reduce, so
their applications and use are set to expand. Process engineers need
access to the latest information in this area to assist with their
daily work and to help to develop and apply new and ever more
efficient liquid processing solutions. This book covers the latest
technologies and applications, with contributions from leading figures
in the field. Throughout, the emphasis is on delivering solutions to
practitioners. Real world case studies and data from leading
organizations -- including Cargill, Lilly, Microbach, ITT -- mean this
book delivers the latest solutions as well as a critical working
reference to filtration and separation professionals. Covers the
latest technologies and applications in this fast moving bioprocessing
sector Presents a wide range of case studies that ensure readers
benefit from the hard-won experience of others, saving time, money and
effort World class author team headed up by the Chair of Chemical
Engineering at Oxford University, UK and the VP of Plant Operations
and Process Technology at Cargill Corp, the food services company and
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largest privately owned company in the US
Membranes processing techniques are used to help separate chemical
components based on molecular size under specific pressure. A great
advantage of membrane processing techniques is that it is a nonthermal processing technique, which can retain enormous bioactive
constituents to a greater extent. Being a less energy intensive
process, this technique is widely used in several food processing
industries such as in the clarification of fruit juices and wine; the
concentration of milk; the preparation of whey protein concentrate;
and water and waste treatment, among others. Applications of Membrane
Technology for Food Processing Industries introduces membrane
processing techniques, presenting principles, theory and operational
conditions for achieving efficient quality product. It discusses
different types of membrane processing techniques viz. reverse
osmosis, nanofiltration, ultrafiltration, electro dialysis,
microfiltration, pervaporation, including its applications, advantages
and disadvantages. Key Features: Deals with the retention of
antioxidants by using novel membrane processing techniques Includes
the application of membrane processing techniques in whey processing
Explains the method for degumming, dewaxing and decolorization of
edible crude oils Narrates application of membrane processing
techniques in waste water treatment for efficient use Readers, such as
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professors, scientist, research scholars, students and industrial
personnel, will come to know about the current trends in use of
membrane processing techniques for its application in several food
processing industries. This book can be a ready reference for the food
industrial industry for manufacturing of deacidified clarified fruit
juices and wine by using integrated membrane technique approach. In a
nutshell, this book will benefit food scientist, academicians,
students and food industrial persons by providing in-depth knowledge
about membrane processing of foods for quality retention and also for
efficient consumer acceptability.
Membrane Technology
Principles and Applications
Carbon Membrane Technology
Sustainable Solutions in Water, Health, Energy and Environmental
Sectors
Membrane technologies are currently the most effective and
sustainable methods utilized in diversified water filtration,
wastewater treatment, as well as industrial and sustainable energy
applications. This book covers essential subsections of membrane
separation and bioseparation processes from the perspectives of
technical innovation, novelty, and sustainability. The book offers a
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comprehensive overview of the latest improvements and concerns with
respect to membrane fouling remediation techniques, issues of
bioincompatibility for biomedical applications, and various subareas
of membrane separation processes, which will be an efficient resource
for engineers.
Discussing the technology and its applications, Membrane Processes: A
Technology Guide investigates the differing requirements of industry
today. Driven by increasing water quality demands, the technological
spotlight is now on the application of membranes to potable water,
and several significant examples of filtration processes are given.
Encompassing the fundamentals of design and operation of membranes,
feasibility of use and economics as well as applications in water,
paint and other industries, this coverage of the key aspects of
membrane technology will be welcomed by technologists, engineers and
scientists in a variety of disciplines.
Carbon membranes have great advantages of strong mechanical strength
and high chemical stabilities, as well as high separation performance
to reach the industrial attractive region. Further improvement on
membrane performance can potentially offset the relatively high
production cost compared to polymeric membranes. However, there are
still some challenges related to fabrication of asymmetric carbon
membranes, the controlling of structure and pore-size and module upPage 20/29
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scaling for commercial application. The aim of this book is to
provide the fundamentals on carbon membrane materials for the young
researchers and engineers to develop frontier membrane materials for
energy efficient separation process. This book describes the status
and perspectives of both self-supported and supported carbon
membranes from fundamentals to applications. The key steps on the
development of high performance carbon membranes including precursor
selection, tuning carbon membrane structure and regeneration are
discussed. In the end, different potential applications both in gas
and liquids separation are well described, and the future directions
for carbon membrane development were pointed out. To this end,
membrane science and engineering are set to play crucial roles as
enabling technologies to provide energy efficient and cost-effective
future solutions for energy and environment related processes. Based
on this approach the research projects which are trying to find
attractive carbon materials in our days are many. The published
papers, per year, in the topic of carbon membranes, especially for
biogas upgrading, natural gas sweetening and hydrogen purification,
are numerous with very high impact. However, only few are the books
which include relevant to the topic of carbon membrane technology.
This book offers the condensed and interdisciplinary knowledge on
carbon membranes, and provides the opportunity to the scientists who
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are working in the field of carbon membrane technology for gas and
liquid separations to present, share, and discuss their contributions
within the membrane community.
Nanocomposite Membrane Technology: Fundamentals and Applications is
the first book to deliver an extensive exploration of nanocomposite
membrane technology. This groundbreaking text offers an eloquent
introduction to the field as well as a comprehensive overview of
fundamental aspects and application areas. Approaching the subject
from the material
Separation of Functional Molecules in Food by Membrane Technology
Basic Principles of Membrane Technology
Membrane Modification
Membrane Separations Technology
Advances in Membrane Technologies

Membrane Modification: Technology and Applications is written for engineers, scientists,
graduate students, and researchers in the field of membrane science and technology,
materials science, applied physics, chemistry, and environmental science. The book presents
the complete range of membrane modification techniques used to increase efficiency of
membrane processes. The book starts with an examination of the use of membrane
modification to optimize the performance of membranes used in industry. It concludes by
demonstrating how membrane modification can improve separation processes in industrial
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sectors that are recognized as global polluters of water sources. Features Illustrates the use of
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) in the characterization of commercial and
novel membranes Overviews various surface modification techniques applied to enhance the
bulk and surface properties of nanofiber membranes Covers the factors affecting membrane
fouling and the use of nanoparticles in membrane modification processes Explores the use of
plasma treatment for the modification of polymeric membranes Written by professors,
engineers, and researchers in the field, the book covers recent advances and comprehensively
describes novel and most-used membrane characterization techniques. Modification of
different materials and geometrics include flat-sheet, hollow-fiber, and nano-fiber membranes
as well as different membrane processes such as reverse osmosis, membrane distillation, gas
separation, pervaporation, and membrane fuel cells. Chapters contain tables, figures,
photographs, and theoretical equations to aid with reader comprehension.
Advanced membranes-from fundamentals and membrane chemistry to manufacturing and
applications A hands-on reference for practicing professionals, Advanced Membrane
Technology and Applications covers the fundamental principles and theories of separation
and purification by membranes, the important membrane processes and systems, and major
industrial applications. It goes far beyond the basics to address the formulation and industrial
manufacture of membranes and applications. This practical guide: Includes coverage of all
the major types of membranes: ultrafiltration; microfiltration; nanofiltration; reverse osmosis
(including the recent high-flux and low-pressure membranes and anti-fouling membranes);
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membranes for gas separations; and membranes for fuel cell uses Addresses six major topics:
membranes and applications in water and wastewater; membranes for biotechnology and
chemical/biomedical applications; gas separations; membrane contractors and reactors;
environmental and energy applications; and membrane materials and characterization
Includes discussions of important strategic issues and the future of membrane technology
With chapters contributed by leading experts in their specific areas and a practical focus, this
is the definitive reference for professionals in industrial manufacturing and separations and
research and development; practitioners in the manufacture and applications of membranes;
scientists in water treatment, pharmaceutical, food, and fuel cell processing industries;
process engineers; and others. It is also an excellent resource for researchers in industry and
academia and graduate students taking courses in separations and membranes and related
fields.
Membrane Technology and Engineering for Water Purification, Second Edition is written in
a practical style with emphasis on: process description; key unit operations; systems design
and costs; plant equipment description; equipment installation; safety and maintenance;
process control; plant start-up; and operation and troubleshooting. It is supplemented by case
studies and engineering rules-of-thumb. The author is a chemical engineer with extensive
experience in the field, and his technical knowledge and practical know-how in the water
purification industry are summarized succinctly in this new edition. This book will inform you
which membranes to use in water purification and why, where and when to use them. It will
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help you to troubleshoot and improve performance and provides case studies to assist
understanding through real-life examples. Membrane Technology section updated to include
forward osmosis, electrodialysis, and diffusion dialysis Hybrid Membrane Systems expanded
to cover zero liquid discharge, salt recovery and removal of trace contaminants Includes a
new section on plant design, energy, and economics
The Handbook of Membrane Separations: Chemical, Pharmaceutical, Food, and
Biotechnological Applications, Second Edition provides detailed information on membrane
separation technologies from an international team of experts. The handbook fills an
important gap in the current literature by providing a comprehensive discussion of membrane
application
Fundamentals and Applications
Membrane-based Hybrid Processes for Wastewater Treatment
Sustainable Membrane Technology for Energy, Water, and Environment
Membrane Technologies and Applications
Advanced Membrane Technology and Applications
In this essential new volume, Volume 13: Membrane and Desalination Technologies, a
panel of expert researchers provide a wealth of information on membrane and desalination
technologies. An advanced chemical and environmental engineering textbook as well as a
comprehensive reference book, this volume is of high value to advanced graduate and
undergraduate students, researchers, scientists, and designers of water and wastewater
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treatment systems. This is an essential part of the Handbook of Environmental
Engineering series, an incredible collection of methodologies that study the effects of
pollution and waste in their three basic forms: gas, solid, and liquid. Chapters adopt the
series format, employing methods of practical design and calculation illustrated by
numerical examples, including pertinent cost data whenever possible, and exploring in
great detail the fundamental principles of the field. Volume 13: Membrane and
Desalination Technologies is an essential guide for researchers, highlighting the latest
developments in principles of membrane technology, membrane systems planning and
design, industrial and municipal waste treatments, desalination requirements, wastewater
reclamation, biofiltration, and more.
Contributed by multiple experts, the book covers the scientific and engineering aspects of
membrane processes and systems. It aims to cover basic concepts of novel membrane
processes including membrane bioreactors, microbial fuel cell, forward osmosis, electrodialysis and membrane contactors. Maintains a pragmatic approach involving design,
operation and cost analysis of pilot plants as well as scaled-up counterparts
Nanotechnology has been established in membrane technology for decades. In this book,
comprehensive coverage is given to nanotechnology applications in synthetic membrane
processes, which are used in different fields such as water treatment, separation of gases,
the food industry, military use, drug delivery, air filtration, and green chemistry.
Nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes, nanoparticles, and dendrimers are contributing
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to the development of more efficient and cost-effective water filtration processes. Gas
separation and carbon capture can be significantly improved in flue gas applications.
Nanoporous membrane systems engineered to mimic natural filtration systems are being
actively developed for use in smart implantable drug delivery systems, bio artificial organs,
and other novel nano-enabled medical devices. The microscopic structure of nanoporous
ceramic membranes, mainly focusing on zeolite materials, as well as the energy-saving
effect of membrane separation, contribute to various chemical synthesis processes. In the
food industry, nanotechnology has the potential to create new tools for pathogen detection
and packaging. For each application, nanotechnology is mostly used to make composite
membranes, and the book provides a detailed look at the mechanisms by which the
composite membrane works in each application area.
This handbook emphasizes the use of sythetic membranes for separations involving
industrial or municipal process streams. The ten chapters are authored by some of the
world's leading experts in the field of membrane science and technology. Discussions on
theory, engineering aspects, membrane preparation and typical and projected applications
of the various membrane processes are included.
Comprehensive Membrane Science and Engineering
Industrial Membrane Separation Technology
Palladium Membrane Technology for Hydrogen Production, Carbon Capture and Other
Applications
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Advanced Nanomaterials for Membrane Synthesis and Its Applications
Current Trends and Future Developments on (Bio-) Membranes
III . 2 Preparation of synthetic membranes 72 III . 3 Phase inversion membranes 75 III. 3. 1 Preparation
by evaporation 76 III . 3. 2 Precipitation. from the vapour phase 76 III . 3. 3 Precipitation by controlled
evaporation 76 Thermal precipitation 76 III . 3. 4 III . 3. 5 Immersion precipitation 77 Preparation
techniques for immersion precipitation 77 III . 4 Flat membranes 77 III . 4. 1 78 III . 4. 2 Tubular
membranes 81 III . 5 Preparation techniques for composite membranes 82 III. 5. 1 Interfacial
polymerisation Dip-coating 83 III . 5. 2 III . 5. 3 Plasma polymerisation 86 III . 5. 4 Modification of
homogeneous dense membranes 87 III . 6 Phase separation in polymer systems 89 III . 6. 1 Introduction
89 III . 6. 1. 1 Thermodynamics 89 III . 6. 2 Demixing processes 99 III . 6. 2. 1 Binary mixtures 99 III .
6. 2. 2 Ternary systems 102 III . 6. 3 Crystallisation 104 III . 6. 4 Gelation 106 III . 6. 5 Vitrification 108
III . 6. 6 Thermal precipitation 109 III . 6. 7 Immersion precipitation 110 III . 6. 8 Diffusional aspects
114 III . 6. 9 Mechanism of membrane formation 117 III. 7 Influence of various parameters on
membrane morphology 123 III. 7. 1 Choice of solvent-nonsolvent system 123 III . 7. 2 Choice of the
polymer 129 III . 7. 3 Polymer concentration 130 III . 7. 4 Composition of the coagulation bath 132 III .
7. 5 Composition of the casting solution 133 III . 7.
Membrane techniques are an excellent alternative to traditional methods of purification and separation.
This book covers issues related to the most recent developments in the field of membrane techniques.
The latest scientific research and their potential applications in industrial solutions are described. In
addition, currents trends in food & beverages technologies, and biomedicine are discussed. Moreover,
the book emphasizes recent advancements in design of membrane systems, used either for separation or
creation of mixtures, from the perspective of industry 4.0 and data management.
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This publication presents the lectures given at the course on Advanced Separation Technology for
Industrial Waste Minimization: Environmental and Analytical Aspects (13-15 October, 1992, Ispra,
Italy) organized jointly by the Technical University of Lisbon, University of Calabria and the
Environment Institute of the Joint Research Centre of the Commission of the European Communities at
Ispra. This course is integrated in a programme for education and training in Advanced Separation
Technology for Industrial Waste Minimization supported by the Community Action Programme for
Education and Training for Technology (COMETT II). The lecture material is based on case studies of
importance to textile, tanneries, pulp and paper, metal finishing and electroplating, food, and other
industries. Environmental regulations have lead industrial engineers to search for more efficient, less
energy consuming and less waste producing processes. Membrane-based separation processes
contributed to recover water, raw materials and energy and to achieve simultaneously pollution control.
Along this book emphasis will be given to this fast growing area of process technology.
Membrane Technologies
From Material Selection to Mechanisms and Industrial Uses
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